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“…intense criticism for failing to impart 

useful skills, failing to prepare leaders, 

failing to instil norms of ethical 

behaviour - and even failing to lead 

graduates to good corporate jobs.”

- HBR





THE IDEA



“Stellar futures embedded, fuelled 

and sustained by innovation and 

creativity. That direction is 

navigated by community 

engagement.”

- Robert Davis



Engage Innovate Future



THE IDEA:

1. ENGAGEMENT



COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

Co-creation between tangata 

whenua, learner, business, 

customer, whanau…



With knowledge comes understanding. 

With understanding comes application.

“MA TE MATAURANGA KA MOHIO” 

“MA TE MOHIO KA TUTUKI”

- Mihaere Emery (Ngati-Awa) 



“Creating grass-roots business people for the 

future? Be innovatively and creatively 

engaged with the SME community. 

Engagement is more than talking to them. The 

learning must happen experientially in SMEs. 

In the reality of raw messiness and resource 

constraint.” 

- Steve Barnett





Indigenous ecosystem of the Maori 

Women's Development Inc. with the Fin-

Ed Centre, Dr. Jason Mika and, Dr. 

Ralph Bathurst and the School of 

Management support of Te Wero Pakihi 

(The Business Challenge)



THE IDEA:

2. INNOVATE



INNOVATION 

CREATIVITY
How is the engine sustained? 



“Risk! Risk anything! Do the hardest 

thing on earth for you. Act for yourself. 

Face the truth.”

- Katherine Mansfield (1888-1923)



NEW ZEALAND THRIVES

Fwinter sports to the rocket lab 





The biggest issue with the conversion of 

creativity, to innovation and then 

business as un-usual is the support. 

Massey ecentre provides that bridge to 

the future (engagement, practice, 

delivery).  



THE IDEA:

3. FUTURE



FUTURE

OPACITY
Seeking, building and walking (running), sustained 

with diversity.



“The ultimate measure of a man is 

not where he stands in moments of 

comfort and convenience, but 

where he stands at times of 

challenge and controversy.”

- Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.



NEVER SEEN BEFORE

Disruption, global warming, 

equality, traceability…gun control





“Virtual supply chains build on food 

traceability systems…”



Applied research that tackles the future,  

engaging the cross-disciplinary team to 

predict the future through theory-based 

argument translated to practice 

(scholarship, engagement, practice).  





Engage Innovate Future


